Evaluation: How can we
measure access to
justice for individual
consumers?
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• LSB definition of access to justice
• Different dimensions of access to justice
• Possible measures
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LSA context & timeline
2001 Competition in Professions OfT
2004 Clementi Review
2005 White Paper The Future of Legal Services:
Putting Consumers First
2007 Legal Services Act
2009 LSB established, LDPs permitted
2010 LeO opened
2011 ABS permitted
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The Regulatory Objectives
• RO1 Protecting and promoting the public interest
• RO2 Supporting the constitutional principles of the rule of law

• RO3 Improving access to justice
• RO4 Protecting and promoting the interest of consumers

• RO5 Promoting competition in the provision of services
• RO6 Encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal
profession

• RO7 Increasing public understanding of the citizen’s legal rights and duties
• RO8 Promoting and maintaining adherence (by authorised persons) to the
professional principles

Legal Services Act 2007
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Evaluation Framework:
Stakeholders
A. The profession

1.
2.
3.
4.

B. The consumer

C. The public

D. The market

E. The investor

Outcomes
Diversity of the legal profession shows greater similarity to the client population
Quality of legal services is improved overall compared to 2009
The profession, judiciary and public maintain confidence in the independence
and reputation of the legal sector
Education and training of the legal workforce supports the delivery of high quality
legal services

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

A higher proportion of the public are able to access justice
Consumers have confidence in the regulation of legal services
Consumers have confidence in the legal profession
Consumers are confident and empowered in their dealings with legal services
Wide confidence in the law and the legal profession
An efficient legal system delivering quality legal services at a reasonable cost
Wide confidence in the standards and ethics of the legal profession
The market for legal services is more competitive
More consumers are able to get legal services at an affordable cost
There is a greater plurality of, and innovation in legal services offered
A legal market which is attractive to all sources of finance including external
investors
16. Proportionate regulation allowing an in-flow of capital
17. Risk based supervision of legal practitioners

LSB Evaluation Framework , post consultation, published April 2011
http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications/pdf/evaluation_framework_april_2011.pdf
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What does ‘access to justice’
mean?
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LSB definition of access to
justice
―Access to justice is the acting out of the rule of law in particular or individual
circumstances. The tools to achieve that outcome range from informing the
public about their rights, through routine transactional legal services and
personalized advice, through to action before tribunals and courts. The agents
of delivery are wide and, of course, legal professionals are at the heart of this
along with many other actors in legal services and the wider justice sector.‖
Justice:
- Dispute resolution and just relationships

Access:
- services both individually tailored and those tailored to groups or provided to
potential consumers
The Regulatory Objectives, LSB 2010
http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications/pdf/regulatory_objectives.pdf
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Clementi Review 2004
• A Consumer focus “provide a cost-effective service in a consumerfriendly way... easier and cheaper access to justice to some
consumers than might the conventional high street solicitor’s firm.”
• “longer opening hours, sophisticated telephony and advanced
customer care skills, they may be able to offer consumers better
access to certain other types of legal services.”
• Costs: Access to justice is “an issue about access for those who are
disadvantaged and in particular those who cannot afford to pursue
their legal rights.... high quality legal services are important to society,
but of limited value if available only to the very rich or those paid for by
the State....it should be expected that the admission of new capital will
increase competition and reduce the cost of legal services, to the
benefit of the objective of access to justice”.
• Proximity of supply – “Access to justice has a geographic dimension”
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Access to justice: Traditional
view
• “Every civilised system of government requires that the state
should make available to all its citizens a means for the just and
peaceful settlement of disputes between them as to their
respective legal rights. The means provided are courts of justice
to which every citizen has a constitutional right of access in the
role of Plaintiff to obtain the remedy to which he claims to be
entitled in consequence of an alleged breach of his legal or
equitable rights by some other citizen, the Defendant.“
Lord Diplock in Bremer Vulcan Schiffbau und Maschinenfabrik
v South India Shipping Corp (1981)
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Access to justice: Traditional
view
• “The words ―access to justice‖ are admittedly not easily defined but they
serve to focus on two basic purpose of the legal system – the system by which
people may vindicate their rights and or resolve their disputes under the
general auspices of the state. First the system must be equally accessible to
all and second it must lead to results that are individually and socially just.‖
Cappelletti (1978)
• Five waves:

Informal
Public
Competition Resolution
within in
justice (e.g.
Legal aid
policy
interest law
businesses
ADR)
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Access to justice as dispute
resolution & enforcement?
• “Litigation is inconsistent with a vigourous active market ; the market thrives
best when people do not break off commercial relations and sue each other at
the least trouble or disagreement rather they absorb their losses in the short
run and keep on trading... For a healthy economy then parties must stay out
of court except as a last resort.‖ Friedman (1979)
• “the vitality of a market democracy premised on the rule of law... depends on
the success with which law manages to serve in fact—not merely on the
books—as the fundamental organizing principle of the institutions and
relationships of the ordinary citizen. Is law routinely available, for example,
to consult before deciding how to choose between market options, or to
evaluate how one has been treated in a relationship governed by legal
principles? Or is law merely alive in moments of crisis? Hadfield (2010)
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Wider perspective: Relative
frequencies

Market Impacts of the LSA – Interim Baseline report 2012,
http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/Research/Publications/publications.htm
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Wider perspective: Response to
legal problems
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Legal Services Benchmarking July 2012 http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications

Wider perspective: Geography
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Wider perspective: Geography
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Wider perspective: Geography
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Legal Services Benchmarking July 2012 http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications

Wider perspective: Technology
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Legal Services Benchmarking July 2012 http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications

Access to justice a wider
perspective: Costs
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http://www.legalservicesconsumerpanel.org.uk/publications/research_and_reports/index.html

Access to justice a wider
perspective: Costs
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Legal Services Benchmarking July 2012 http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/news_publications/publications

How can we measure access to
justice?
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18 Proposed measures (1)
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18 Proposed measures (2)
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In summary….
• Access to justice is difficult to define but for the
LSB is wider than just court based disputes.
• Access to justice has a range of elements
covering individual perceptions of legal services,
and response to legal problems.
• Do the proposed measures provide a
comprehensive picture of access to justice?
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For more information
• LSB research pages for all research reports
• Discussion paper published in due course
–

http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/Research

• Market impacts of the LSA Interim report
–

http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/Research/Publications/pdf/market_impacts_
of_the_legal_services_act_interim_baseline_report.pdf

– Interim report published for comment

• Contact Alex Roy or Robert Cross
–
–

Alex.roy@legalservicesboard.org.uk
Robert.cross@legalservicesboard.org.uk
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